FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Tahoe Seating's Manufacturing Commitment to Quality and Consistency
with New Pneumatic Stretching Machine
Tahoe Seating of Carrollton, Texas announces the introduction of the latest technology
of Pneumatic Stretching Machine to its production process for more efficient and higher
manufacturing standards.
"We are committed to producing the best custom made seat in the industry. In order to
be, and stay, the best we have to listen, absorb, and respond swiftly to industry
innovations – this is what makes Tahoe seating the leading trailblazer in the southwest
seating industry," said Adam Cox, Principal of Tahoe Seating. "The Pneumatic
Stretching machine, and its 100% recycled synthetic sheet and strap webbing
suspension, is designed to reduce weight and enhance comfort while providing an
extraordinary firmness. The Pneumatic Stretching machine has superior resistance to
the elements and fabric memory, helping seating to retain its original shape indefinitely."
When asked about the Pneumatic Stretching Machine, Rick Neverdousky, National
Sales Director of Tahoe Seating, states "We are continually trying to improve our product
and, in that quest, we happened upon this product, a product that will catapult us to our
next generation of suspension support. I have no doubt that the Pneumatic Stretching
Machine will enhance Tahoe Seating's ability to provide consistent quality that does not
sacrifice performance."
Tahoe Seating's hair on hide and cowhide furniture is hand built per order and inspected
at every production point during manufacturing, making this a true custom built product.
Available from our e-commerce site and authorized Tahoe Seating dealers in North
America, customers should allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery from order.
As the manufacturer, Tahoe Seating offers custom cowhide furniture and seating, hair on
hide furniture, southwest furniture and fine southwest style furniture through e-commerce
and our network authorized dealers. Tahoe Seating's Collection cowhide furniture, hair on
hide furniture and fine southwest furniture has over leather grades from the world's finest
tanneries. Tahoe Seating's manufacturing facility is based out of Carrollton, Texas just
North of Dallas.
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